ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

24
We describe the computation of a new gravimetric quasigeoid model for New Zealand
25
(referred to as NZGeoid09). NZGeoid09 is based on an iterative gravimetric 26 quasigeoid computation approach (Amos and Featherstone 2009 ) that accounts for 27 offsets among the 13 different local vertical datums (LVDs) used in New Zealand.
28
The computation area spans from 160˚E to 190˚E and from 25˚S to 60˚S. NZGeoid09 Zealand's gravity field, and reduces interpolation errors for users. 
41
The entire quasigeoid computation process and its use to determine offsets among 42 the 13 LVDs will be described in this paper. Although termed NZGeoid09, it is 43 actually a gravimetric quasigeoid model. This is deliberate so that lay users do not 44 have to concern themselves with the intricacies of the geoid versus the quasigeoid. As 45 in most other countries, it is widely understood that a geoid is needed to transform 46 GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) heights. Land Information New Zealand 
57
Marine gravity: Over marine areas, the altimetry-based DNSC08GRA free-air 58 anomaly grid (Andersen et al. 2009 
DATA PREPARATIONS
80
The approach to quasigeoid computation in New Zealand is different to that used in 81 most other regions, as it has been driven by the 13 offset LVDs. The iterative Figure 1 summarises the computational scheme used for NZGeoid09, which 88 will be described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 
99
The LVD correction takes into account that heights of the 13 sets of gravity data 
113
The grid of refined Bouguer anomalies was interpolated from the scattered point 
138
To reduce spatial aliasing and to generate mean gravity anomalies needed for 139 numerical convolution integration, area mean gravity anomalies were reconstituted 140 from the gridded refined Bouguer gravity anomalies using the reconstruction technique showed that regridding errors using the area-weighted mean are two orders of 160 magnitude smaller than errors using blockmean. In addition, boundary errors resulting 161 from the merger of 62 1°x1° DEM tiles are negligible (<10 μGal).
162
These reconstructed land anomalies were merged with DNSC08GRA using the
163
GMT grdlandmask function along with the high-resolution GMT coastline (Wessel 164 and Smith 1998). The land mask is applied to the land anomalies so that all data points 165 in marine areas are set to zero and, complementarily, a sea mask is applied to
166
DNSC08GRA to set all land points to zero. The two were added together to produce 167 the final 1´x1´ grid of merged land/sea anomalies.
168
EGM2008 provides the quasigeoid height and gravity anomaly reference fields for quasigeoid computation is subject to a vertical offset, which will be discussed later in 176 the context of the LVD offsets.
177
The gravity anomaly grid computed from EGM2008 consists of 1´x1´ area means 
188
In order to obtain the residual gravity anomaly field needed for residual removes a large part of the gravity field signal (cf. LVDs on the North Island convergence faster than those on the South Island.
243
To verify the validity of the computed LVD offsets, they were compared with 244 offsets obtained directly by precise levelling between neighbouring LVDs (Table 3) .
245
The LVD offsets computed here agree better with the levelling observations than the  . This is seen by comparing the offsets obtained from L = 40,  0 = 2.5º
265
( Table 2 ) with those obtained from L = 40,  0 = 2º and L = 100,  0 = 3º (Table 4 ).
266 Table 4 shows that the LVDs located on the mountainous South Island are particularly 267 sensitive. This is because the residual gravity anomalies are larger in this region ( Fig.   268 4), so the Stokesian contribution is correspondingly larger (Fig. 5) . Therefore, such Model parameters the GPS/levelling data. In order to profit from all 1422 GPS-levelling points, a
287
'composite' RMS was computed after the LVD offsets were removed. That is, the 288 mean of the GPS/levelling/quasigeoid differences for each LVD were removed and the
289
RMS recomputed so that it was not contaminated by these offsets. Table 5 . This first optimisation step 294 covers a broad range of parameter choices and is aimed at roughly identifying which 295 parameters could yield an optimal solution. Then, in a second optimisation step, more 296 parameter choices in the vicinity of the optimum found in the first step are examined to 297 find locally optimal parameters with a higher accuracy. Using this two-step approach, 298 a large parameter space can be searched more efficiently. However, like most other 299 similar optimisation methods, there is no guarantee that the global minimum is 300 attained.
301
A kernel modification degree L = 40 gives stable RMS values of 6.2-6.4 cm,
302
whereas higher modification degrees yield some significantly larger RMS errors 303 (Table 5 ). This is because the modified kernel oscillates more for higher degrees, so Table 5 indicates that the optimal integration parameters are likely to be found in NZGeoid09 is based on L = 40 and  0 = 2.5˚. Figure 5 shows the residual quasigeoid heights for L = 40 and  0 = 2.5º; the 334 descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7 . In Fig. 5 , the larger residual quasigeoid New Zealand, which correlate well with the larger residual gravity anomalies in Fig. 4 .
337 Table 7 shows that the contribution of the residual quasigeoid heights is generally Island. Also, most of the GPS/levelling points used to generate the statistics in Table 8 363 are in low-lying regions where the two models are similar (cf. Fig 5) . Zealand.
383
However, caution must be exercised before generalising this observation because of 384 the error budgets associated with the GPS and levelling data. 
